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Abstract
Cloud computing  is the  trend in which  resources are provided 
to a local client on an on-demand basis, usually by means of 
the internet. Mobile Cloud Computing  (MCC) is simply cloud 
computing  in which at least some of the devices involved are  
mobile. This paper goes over multiple techniques and methods  
for  mobile cloud computing.  It  explores  both general- purpose  
mobile cloud computing solutions and application-specific  
solutions  and describes an  approach  for mobile  cloud computing 
model using Pandaboard. It also discusses instances of mobile 
cloud computing  where mobile devices serve as the cloud rather 
than the client.
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I. Introduction
Cloud computing is defined as the trend in which resources are 
provided to a local client on an on-demand basis,  usually  by  means  
of  the  internet. One of  the main benefits of cloud computing is 
reducing downtime and wasted expenditure  for  servers  and  other  
computer  equipment. A given company is required to purchase the 
minimum amount of hardware necessary to handle the maximum 
points of stress on their system. Given situations where the strain 
and traffic are highly variable this leads to wasted money. For 
example, Amazon.com, a pioneer in cloud computing, at times 
used as little as 10% of their capacity so that they would have 
enough capacity to deal with those rarer high strain times. In the 
case of mobile cloud computing an additional significant  benefit  
is  brought  to  the  table.  Many  mobile devices have significant 
constraints imposed upon them because of the importance and 
desirability of smaller sizes, lower weights,  longer  battery  life  
and  other  features.  This often severely constrains hardware and 
software development for these devices. Cloud computing allows 
devices to avoid these constraints by letting the more resource 
intensive tasks be performed on systems without these constraints 
and having the  results  sent  to  the  device.  Thus,  cloud  computing  
for mobile devices is a very appealing and potentially lucrative 
trend that we describe in this paper using Pandaboard which is an 
open source mobile software development platform from TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS that has an OMAP 4430 processor. Pandaboard 
has a RAM of 1GB and with its dual core OMAP 4430 processor 
it is capable of multitasking functionality.
Several methods exist by which this trend can realize itself. First, 
methods have been proposed which aim to construct general 
systems for utilizing the cloud to help boost phone performance. 
This family of solutions can be referred to as general-purpose 
mobile cloud computing (GPMCC). Second, many individual 
applications used today with mobile devices such as smartphones 
employ cloud computing to a greater or lesser extent. 
There are multiple methods used and proposed by which the cloud 
can be leveraged. This can be referred to as Application-Specific 
Cloud Computing (ASMCC). Each of these two approaches 
has advantages and disadvantages and they are not mutually 
exclusive.

In addition to mobile cloud computing where mobile devices 
serve as the client and non-mobile devices serve as the server 
or mainframe, several papers have been written proposing an 
opposite model. In this model, mobile devices serve as the cloud 
that can be drawn upon. This paper will outline some work done 
in this area.

II. General-Purpose MCC Solutions

A.   The Computing Approach
The approach makes a distinction between General-Purpose 
(GPMCC) and application-specific MCC (ASMCC). Cloud 
computing is a very broad term and can feasibly apply to a wide 
variety of practices. All that is necessary to gain the label is for 
a mobile device to utilize the internet in order to use a specific 
resource in an on-demand manner. There are multiple individual 
applications which do that today. However, there is also the 
possibility of a more general-purpose use of these resources in 
order to help alleviate the limited computational power of mobile 
devices. It is feasible to develop systems in which tasks that are 
usually performed locally on the mobile device are outsourced 
to the cloud as they happen. This can leverage the computing 
resources of remote computers seamlessly without requiring 
applications specifically developed for that purpose. Specifically 
we will consider a proposed model in which this type of general-
purpose cloud computing is done for smartphones where the 
computational power  of  a  remote  mobile  device  is  utilized  
by  other  to enhance its performance as per its requirements.

B. Augmented Execution
Researchers from Berkeley have considered the possibility of 
increasing the performance of hardware-limited smartphones 
using cloud computing [1].  Their main method involves creating 
virtual clones of smartphone execution environments on non-
mobile computers and pushing task execution  to these virtual 
devices. Because non-mobile devices often have significantly 
more computational power, this enables much better performance 
from smartphones. This could  enable a broader spectrum of 
applications and could ease the burden of software developers to 
create ultra-efficient software for a more limited platform. They 
describe five different types of augmentation they believe  could   
be   performed. First, there is primary functionality outsourcing.  
This  takes  intensive  tasks  like speech recognition or video 
indexing and ports them to the cloud while allowing less intensive 
tasks to still be executed on the phone itself. Second there is 
background augmentation. This type of augmentation takes tasks 
that do not need to be performed immediately, such as virus 
checking or indexing files and  moves them to the  cloud. Mainline 
augmentation allows users to specifically pick an application to be 
run in an augmented  fashion.  This  preserves  the  workings  of  the 
program but changes the method by which it is executed. Hardware 
augmentation modifies the virtual clone of the smartphone to   
modify   low   level   system   software.   For example, modifying 
garbage collection to be less aggressive (since less aggressiveness 
is needed on the clone which has more memory) can speed up 
execution significantly. Finally, augmentation through multiplicity 
uses multiple clones of the device to speed up execution. This can 
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help applications which require a great deal of parallel processing. 
GPMCC makes it possible to overcome the limits built into mobile 
devices, and is a promising aspect of MCC.

III. Application-Specific MCC Solutions

A . The Computing Approach
In contrast to GPMCC, application-specific MCC involves 
developing specific applications for mobile devices which use 
cloud computing. While both can potentially allow a mobile device  
to  perform  more  intensive  operations  than  it  could using only 
local execution, ASMCC has the added benefit that it allows for 
uses of cloud computing which require more than simply increased 
computational power. For example, chat or e-mail clients require 
ASMCC because the internet is used as a communication resource 
and not simply for storage or additional  computational  power  
(although  such applications may leverage these resources as well). 
Several methods and systems   have   been  proposed   which  aim  
to   specifically facilitate mobile cloud computing for applications. 
In this section we will cover them.

B.   Mobile Service Clouds
Researchers from Michigan State University have developed a 
system called Mobile Service Clouds. This system is designed 
to offer easy and automatic service configuration to create 
services  which can be used by mobile consumers. Given that 
cloud computing relies heavily on the client-server model, a 
development like this makes it much easier to create services 
which can work with applications [2].

C. RESTful Services
Jason Christensen has written about strategies for writing MCC 
applications using RESTful web services. RESTful web services 
(unlike standard web services) are easy to create, are not processor 
or time intensive, do not have continuous TCP connections 
and produce simple XML responses that can be easily parsed. 
Christensen claims that by leveraging mobile applications that 
use these services it will be more easily possible to create solid 
cloud applications [3].

D.   Elastic Workload
Researchers from Pennsylvania State University have developed 
a system for elastic applications intended to be used on mobile 
devices. Their elastic application framework divides a full 
application into pieces called weblets. These weblets have the 
important feature of portability. Any given weblet can be switched 
between both mobile and stationary devices. One significant 
difficulty with this type of application is the requirement of 
security for these weblets, which they have a solution for. They 
believe that some aspects of their system could even be applied to 
other, non-mobile, cases of cloud computing [4]. But instead we 
follow a similar but different approach where the weblets we call 
may not be the segmented part of the processing or computational 
task but it could be the whole application at some times running 
on a remote virtual machine or the cloud running on pandaboard. 
These systems and methods outlined can help developers of MCC 
applications more easily leverage the resources of the cloud. Since 
specific cloud-leveraging applications provide many of the unique 
benefits of MCC these techniques will be of significant importance 
in the development of MCC.

IV.   Mobile Server Cloud Computing
So far in this paper, we have only discussed instances of MCC 
where the mobile device serves as a client and (assumedly) some 
collection of non-mobile devices act as the server, the provider of 
resources. It is possible to invert this pattern and let mobile devices 
serve as the resource rather than the consumer. We will call this 
Mobile Server Cloud Computing (MSCC). In this section we will 
consider a particular approach to this using Pandaboard.

A. The Pandaboard
The Pandaboard is an open source mobile software development 
platform and is a one-of-a-kind, low cost, open mobile software 
development platform that enables fast, easy and highly extensible 
development. A robust, fully-engaged community of Linux-
focused experts supports the board via the dedicated site online, 
PandaBoard.org.
Ideal for the development and enhancement of feature-rich mobile 
platforms and products, PandaBoard can support various Linux-
based operating systems such as Android, Chrome, MeeGo and 
Ubuntu. PandaBoard is based on the OMAP4430 applications 
processor from Texas Instruments Inc. (TI), which features the 
dual-core ARM® Cortex™-A9 MPCore™ (each core running 
up to 1GHz).
The OMAP™ 4 platform is one of the first dual-core, Cortex-
A9-based architectures on the market, and employs Symmetric 
Multiprocessing (SMP) for higher performance and better power 
efficiency. What’s more, the OMAP 4 technology enables rich 
multimedia capabilities to create the exciting user experience 
mobile device consumers crave. The PandaBoard has onboard 
Ethernet, WLAN and Bluetooth wireless connectivity. It also can 
run currently nine various operating systems on it. It has OMAP 
4430 dual core ARM processor with 1GB of RAM and can process 
various tasks at the same time, thus supporting multitasking 
functionality.
Some of the key features are:

Designed  to  drive  smartphones,  tablets  and  other • 
multimedia-rich mobile devices
IVA 3 hardware accelerators enable full HD 1080p, multi-• 
standard video encode/decode
Faster, higher-quality image and video capture with digital • 
SLR-like imaging up to 20 megapixels
Dual-core   ARM®   Cortex™-A9   MPCore™   with • 
Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP)
Integrated POWERVR™ SGX540 graphics accelerator drives • 
3D gaming and 3D user interfaces
Highly optimized mobile applications platform• 
OMAP4430 operates at up to 1 GHz• 
OMAP4460 operates at up to 1.5 GHz• 

Thus  it  is  feasible  with  today’s  mobile  hardware  and network 
infrastructure to provide mobile cloud computing using local 
data and computational resources to support larger system wide 
goals. Currently  we  use  UBUNTU  11.10  Prebuilt  binaries  to 
describe our approach of mobile cloud computing. We basically 
installed the prebuilt binaries of Oneric Ocelot from provided 
by Texas Instruments and ported the EUCALYPTUS - Elastic 
Utility Computing Architecture for Linking Your Programs To 
Useful Systems on it and configured to boot an instance on the 
cloud. We used two pandaboards one running the eucalyptus-
cloud, eucalyptus-CC, eucalyptus-Walrus, eucalyptus-SC  and  
the other  running  eucalyptus-node  with  XEN hypervisor  as  a 
virtualization client.
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V. Proposed Architecture

Fig. 1: Mobile Cloud Computing Model using Pandaboard

Fig. 1, shows a mobile cloud computing model using Panda-
board which has a Pandaboard running four components of  
EUCALYPTUS viz., eucalyptus-cloud, eucalyptus-CC, eucalyptus-
Walrus, eucalyptus-SC and the other running eucalyptus-node with  
XEN hypervisor as a virtualization client. Thus here we state that 
PANDA 1 will be the host or the cloud that is responsible for 
enhancing the performance of the smartphone or the node which 
is interested in using the cloud resources ie., PANDA 2, which is 
again another Pandaboard with eucalyptus-node running on it.
Thus, whenever  the  node  wants to  use an external resource from 
the available pool of resources through internet or wifi locally 
using Ad-Hoc network it will register first on the cloud thus 
available, in our case its Panda 1, and then will get the available 
resources and computational capabilities to get its work done. 
Though a PC can be used for the computation of some heavy 
tasks but our proposed model would perform better with respect 
to power consumption and mobile portability.

VI. Conclusion
Cloud computing using mobile devices has many advantages 
over traditional cloud computing for applications that use mobile 
data. Also there is  a need to reconstruct few protocols that would 
maintain privacy and security when used with mobile phones, 
PDAs, tablets, etc. Eucalyptus provide an infrastructure for mobile 
cloud computing, providing an abstract interface for using data 
and executing computing jobs on a mobile device cloud. 
Pandaboard provides most of the essential features for a mobile-
cloud computing infrastructure, making  it suitable to use as a basis 
for mobile cloud computing platform. Futhermore, there are several 
solutions provided by Eucalyptus that can be directly applied to 
challenges in a mobile computing environment. Unfortunately, 
Eucalyptus is fairly heavy-weight for current smartphone platforms. 
This is demonstrated by the high overhead delays in running jobs 
on pandaboard in our performance experiments. This overhead 
cost is exacerbated by artificial limitations created by Ubuntu OS. 
It also works reasonably well for local peer-to-peer data sharing 
and is generally successful in tolerating node- departure. Our 
experiences in implementing the distributed multimedia search and 
sharing application suggest that Eucalyptus provides a convenient, 
sufficiently abstract interface for developing applications that use 
mobile data.
And some other operating systems can also be used for the 
development of cloud computing mobile platforms like Fedora, 
Meego, Android and Angstrom among many others. Our experience 
also shows comparatively more delays on Android OS based 

mobiles than UBUNTU 11.10 on Pandaboard. Thus there is a 
need to refine the source platform for mobile cloud computing.
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